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Female Assignment Overview  

I am so glad to have you with me, 
willing to explore how the valuable 
work of Women can impact Our World 
Today!  

There are five days of concepts and 
actions steps for you in this e-booklet. 
You may want to take them one day at a 
time, one each week, or whatever fits 
your schedule. I suggest that you decide 
those five dates and mark them on your 
calendar. 

Humanity is composed of Spiritual Family members having a Physical 
experience. Some use the word, "Soul" to describe the life that inhabits a physical 
body and exists after the body "dies". Those who choose to birth into Female 
bodysuits know the assignment intrinsic in that choice. The Female assignment 
within the more magnificent Earth Mission was: 

• to connect with Gaia, the Mother Earth,  

• to understand the Energy Law of Manifestation,  

• to design environments and systems that would bring benefit for the entire 
Web of Life 

• to safeguard those systems and environments 

In the first phase of the Female Mission, the Soul in Female bodysuit was to get 
to know this physical planet and the intelligence that we call Mother Earth/Ghia. 
During this time, she would become a part of the deeply rooted system that 
includes trees, plants, and all that the Earth had created. The cycles of Earth and 
her cycles would hold and rock her in safety and love.  



Then, having explored this new planet, getting a sense of Earth resources and 
deciding what the mission forces would need to thrive, she began applying the 
Laws of choice and manifestation. Using the knowledge she had gathered, 
listening to her inner guidance and the practice the power of the word, females 
learned to hold her designed systems until forms of abundance and thriving 
manifested. The first phase of the Female assignment to work together and the 
Intelligence of Mother Earth to create cultures of Good. All of these steps were 
coded to unfold through the DNA and chakra centers of the Female bodysuit. You 
can see the entire path in the appendage. 

The next phase activated as the Female Solar Plexus Center opens. This center of 
"Belly Wisdom," was the foundation for her life purpose, the center from which 
Females accomplish their vital mission. That mission is to identify and declare 
the removal of energy in any form that would bring constriction, entrapment and 
even death to Humanity. The "Belly Wisdom" contains the sensitivities that allow 
Females to "see," to "sense," and to discern what would bring benefit or what 
would cause constrictions for those they love. Today, with the help of immense 
Spiritual Teams, the Female mission can be accomplished with clear focus and 
authoritative speaking.  

Imagine how the world would be different in Females had retained knowledge of 
their assignment. Would food be poisoned? Would air be toxic? Would children 
be killed in their schools? Would wars be the method of negotiating differences? 
Would children be sold in the sex trade? Would Destructive forces run wild in our 
world destroying cities and displacing families? 



Affirm and Anchor the Female 
Mission 

Day One of  Five: 

This first day you are invited: 

- to activate the Original Female Mission for yourself  

- to affirm your commitment to work with Beings in Spirit  

- choose the qualities and values you require for such valuable relationships 
with those in Spiritual bodies 

Expanding Your Tool box 

Reality Statement within the Reality Shift Process: 

The Reality Shift process is created according to the Law of Manifestation and the 
Universal Law of Personal Power. The process brings your Spiritual team into 
your world to support your Word of Authorities you call for new experiences. 

You begin with statements of your choice. These are called Reality Statements, 
such as the ones above. Here is the steps and dialogue: 



• Step 1. Write the Reality Statement of your new choice. You have the ones 
above for this step. (When you use it for other choices, here is the process. 
Describe your ideal world as if you are experiencing it now. This is similar to 
an affirmation but need not be as specific. Write a sentence using personal 
and present tense, i.e., “I now am...." (As you are choose your next 
experiences, some old thoughts and patterns will appear to be transformed.) 

• Step 2. Say to your Spiritual Team, "Please move me and all to whom I am 
loving connected into this chosen reality”. 

• Step 3. Next, ask your spiritual team, to “TAG, Transform and Remove 
anything which has, is or would keep us from this experience.” 

Here are some suggestions for anchoring new possibilities from Day 
One: 

• The Female Mission to design, lead and preserve cultures that provide 
Good in all forms for the entire Web of Life has awakened within me. 

• The Intelligence of the Female Mission leads me in beneficial ways. 

• The qualities of my Spiritual Teacher, Guides and Friends are....... (fill in 
the qualities and values you want for this work.)  

• I give permission for the Spiritual Teachers with these qualities and values 
to come into my space as we work to move myself and all that I love into 
our Higher, Sovereign space. 

• I am safe in the hands of these Spiritual ones who meet my quality and 
value criteria. 

Use these or create your own Reality Statements. Then take each of them through 
the steps of the Reality Shift:  

Journal: 

It would be very useful for you to have a journal for this work. You may be 
amazed at what transpires. Begin by writing down what you are feeling, 
experiencing before you begin the activities of Day One. 

https://www.restored2yoursoul.com/reality-shift.html


Imagination: 

Close you eyes and imagine your life with your Spiritual Team, the smell, 
color, feelings of those with you. 

Fractal Focus: 

Then ask that you be given a symbol to represent this new choice. Bring this 
symbol to mind anytime and hold it for 17 seconds. This will infuse your new 
energy field and keep you focused and centered. 

A Realty Shift and Fractal Symbol holding can be repeated three to four times 
for the first three days. After that, repeat it as you wish. You can also create a 
card with your reality statement to post on your mirror, refrigerator, in your 
office, etc. 

	  



Spirit Connections 

Day Two of  Five: 

Spirit Connections 

Day one invited you to consider the possibility of the Original Female assignment 
and to anchor that Assignment as your own. Females are the intended to be the 
initial authorities. You are the "owner" of space with the right and responsibility 
to create protocols and systems to bring Good and Benefit for all in the Web of 
Life. 

Claiming your right to speak your word gives your voice to be heard and 
answered by those in the Unseen we call Spirit. There are teams, like a Control 
Central, waiting to work with each Soul in a Female bodysuit. Females are to 
secure connections to Spiritual Teams of wisdom, Earth benefit, unified relations 
for Good.  

Your Spiritual Teams of integrity must stay aligned to the Laws of this Earth 
Mission. One Law is Personal Choice. That Law says that those in physical bodies 
have the right to command for this world. Individuals of integrity, around them 
or in Spiritual regions, must wait for their spoken word/request before acting. 



Spiritual teams may try to wake you up or get your attention in appropriate ways. 
If you refuse to connect with them or refuse to ask them for guidance, they must 
wait. You are the one who has the power through your voice because you are in a 
physical body. 

In this Lesson, there is another concept to consider. 

There are two types of societies walking on Earth.  

• Those whose chosen agendas were to experience and create with energy to 
bring all forms of Good; Divine Families.  

• Those beings from societies whose original agendas were to cause and 
experience all forms of domination; Outsiders. Their presence keeps space 
unbalanced, and they intentionally they generate forms of fear, distrust, and 
powerlessness. 

• The purpose of the Earth was to provide a space and environment that 
allowed Outsider societies of Domination to be identified and removed back 
to their homes of origin.  

 Once all particles of domination energy are removed, space/energy will self-
correct to Divine Harmonics of Good/Sovereignty. In Sovereignty, those whose 
agendas are to experience various aspects of All Good can bring Light, Love, 
Generosity, Creativity, Diversity, etc. into form. 

When Outsiders act in violent, controlling, greedy, or addictive ways, they are not 
"out of balance." They are in alignment with their agendas. Sending Love and 
Light and Prayers to Outsiders will not change them. They are Outsiders.  

Imagine, you bring a baby elephant into your home because it is so unique. When 
the elephant grows, smashing and trampling all in its wake, you cannot pray it 
into a small, fluffy kitten. It is just in the wrong place. There is nothing wrong 
with the elephant.  You would need to find an elephant refuge setup for elephant 
needs and behaviors. Similarly, is necessary that those whose agendas of control, 
Outsiders, be taken back to their beginnings. They have a right to their choice of 
causing and experiencing forms of control. It is just that the Divine Families have 
decreed that these agendas are not allowed in the Divine's space. The Outsiders 
must be returned to their own Home to play out their choices. 



Today, set aside several times to sit in a Sacred, Silent place and repeat your 
Reality Statements from Lesson One. Then, as an individual with authority in 
your life and this world, take action. 

Applying Your Tools 

Begin with Reality Statements. Write the qualities you declare must be exhibited 
by those who are leaders within the United States or your own country. 

• The Quality and Actions of the Leaders within the United States: They are 
committed to Good throughout the Web of Life, require equality, value 
diversity, understand the value of women's vision and voice in policy 
making, and have the absolute integrity to honesty. (Of course, this is an 
idea, and you can design your own.) 

• Member of our Soul Families of Light and Truth fill all roles of "leader" in 
our world. 

• Leaders are inspired to bring benefit to All and are committed to our 
Original Agenda to experience All Good.  

• Earth's systems, cultures, communities, and relationships are based on the 
values that bring Benefit to the entire Web of Life. 

You will find the values set by the attendees at the Women's Grassroots Congress 
held in Seattle, WA in March 2012 interesting and helpful. You are not alone. 

Expanding Your Tool box 

The Second step is to take appropriate action on anything that you see, hear or 
sense that is contrary to these Realities. The process for actions of discernment 
can be activated with the words, NOT Acceptable!  

• Step into your authority to command change and determine the outcome. 
• Call in your Spiritual Team. 
• With any energy, action or sense that is contrary to your Realities, declare to 

your Spiritual team, "This energy is of constrictions, not of the Divine Light/
Love/Good and NOT Acceptable! Identify, contain, neutralize and remove 
its entire field from its seed/cause, back to their place of origin". 

• Be present to notice what comes up for you, new ideas, new questions. 

http://sriegie.wixsite.com/weavingtheworldmedia/womens-congress
https://www.restored2yoursoul.com/not-acceptable.html


Male's Heart Mission 

 Day Three of  Five 

Adding the Heart of  Male Mission 

Life is filled with paradoxes. What is a paradox? 

Paradox: two possibilities are present, and each has value. The two seem to be 
opposites. Both are necessary for building for strength and balance. 

The Paradox that we are going to look at is the Female mission of design, 
discernment, authority in leadership and the Male mission of Heart guidance and 
strength in nurturing. 

You will notice that I am using the message of the Ancient Ones as to what the 
Original missions were. I am not using what "we" have been told regarding 
Earth's purpose and intentions for our lives. 

For generations, Females have been finding a way to use power, their Divine 
Assignment. They have found it through a man in her life. Males have been 
looking for permission for Heart strength, their assignment. They have looked for 
it through being with women. That has created imbalance and has put our world 
in opposition to the plan. 



To use and benefit from a paradox, you identify the upsides and the downsides of 
each. For example, women's leading and creating occurs within environments 
where there is safety, encouragement to speak, honest sharing, and intentional 
listening. Lots of talking, comparing, listening. In an environment of this diverse 
sharing, problems and ideas emerge; visions to implement or problems to solve.  

• The upside is that there is now, expansive possibilities. 

• The downside is that lots of talking and sharing may not get things done. There 
can be a sense of "getting nowhere", even inaction or depression. 

Male leadership brings structure, gives assignments, and requires accountability.  
Usually, one at the top makes the decisions and sets the goals.  

• The upside is that it is a method to pull resources together and get the job done. 

• The downside is that with too many top-down decisions and management of 
assignments and there is no space for new visions or criticism. Relationships 
suffer, people, feel discounted, and the goals become more and more narrow. 

When working with paradoxes, one watches for the results of staying with one 
side of the paradox too long, the downside, to begin to appear. 

For example, a sense of getting nowhere and depression would indicate it is time 
to swing from the Female model side into the other side of the paradox by 
choosing the goal, the actions and setting accountability. 

Conversely, a sense of discounting, break-down in relationship, and limited 
thinking would say it is time to sit in circles to talk, share, listen to see what 
emerges. 

Begin to notice or sit in contemplation to evaluate where you are in the Female/
Male Paradox. 

• Do you experience depression from non-action? 

• Do you feel discounted and unheard within an overactive Male system? 

• Do you feel isolated from circles of Women? 

• Have you looked for power through men in your life? 



• Do you look for a woman who will not question you in order to keep your 
heart safe? 

When Male and Female step into honoring their Gender assignments and learn to 
weave together, a balance will occur. As we learn to weave between Female 
Wisdom/Visions and Male Heart/Actions, our world stabilizes. 

Of course, we carry energetics imprints from our lifetimes of Male and of Female. 
For this incarnation, we chose gender because of the assignment our Soul wanted 
to take on.  

Claim this understanding to see Male and Female conflict or weave in your life. 

Expanding Your Tool box 
Practicing with Paradoxes 

Once you see where you want to make changes or claim outcome; write Reality 
Statements.  

• My life includes men of Heart and women of Authority Voices for Good. 

• They weave life with the highest of these two Gender Missions.  

• Men and women in my life value each and embrace the love, inspiration, 
benefit, and wholeness that comes as they hear their inner voice. 

Close you eyes and imagine your life moving between these gender roles.  Then 
ask for a symbol to represent this new weaving. Use the symbol in the Fractal 
Focus process. 



Conscious Actions 

Day Four of  Five 

Conscious Actions 

Many teachings say that only Good and Love exists in the unseen worlds of Spirit. 
If that were true, only Good and Love would manifest in our physical experiences. 
That is not what we see. The cruelty, abuse, greed, fear, and imbalance energy 
imprints exist in regions beyond Earth. Harmful and fear-based imprints/seeds 
existed before Earth. The systems of Control, Greed, or Usury also emerge from 
imprints/seeds what exists in the unseen.  

We are on Earth to remember what is hidden in the Spiritual regions our of 
energy-Life Force. We are more than Spiritual Beings having a Physical 
experience. We are Spiritual Beings on a Physical Mission.  

You now have the valuable information that what exists in the physical has its 
beginnings in Energy fields. Those energy regions include realms beyond Earth.  
You see that the Female Assignment comes with the responsibility to identify and 
authority to remove the unseen energy imprints causing all constricting forms, 
"evil" that diminishes life. You have a new awareness to take into your life. 



This week your assignment is to continue holding the Statements for new 
outcomes in the political arena. Energize those possibilities with focus, 
imagination, speaking of it and writing about it. You are claiming and anchoring 
a pillar of Divine Truth. Those in Physical bodies have the authority to plant and 
declare the new. 

Next, identify a few individuals in the political scene in the U.S.A. Direct your 
new degrees to them as surrogates for all leaders and potential leaders. 

Expanding Your Tool box 
Circle of Guardian Stones 

• Create a Sacred Stone Circle to hold an energy field of your Reality 
Statements. You can use any stones from nature, place them in a circle.  

• Speak your Statements into the stone enclosure.  

• Choosing a stone for each of political individual you have identified.  

• Place one stones for each leader into the center of the circle.  

• Declare this space as Sacred Ground filled with the harmonics of all Good. 

• Then, with your imagination, surround this circle space with Spiritual teams 
of wisdom, integrity, tenacity, Earth Mission, etc. Cocoon, the circle with 
guidance and protection.  

One process for creating boundaries and cocoons is the Sacred Ground Space. 

Reality Statements for declaring new seeds of possibility: 

• All physical bodysuits are inhabited by members of Our Divine Soul Families. 
• All positions in our leader-full culture are filled with Divine Family members 

who resonate with their true Nature of Good and recognize the Original 
Agendas. 

• Woman Values are the basis for all life. 
• All of our Spiritual teams are aligned and collaborating on this phase of the 

mission to bring sovereignty and Divine Agenda into all dimensions, realities, 
and worlds. 

https://www.restored2yoursoul.com/sacred-space.html


Close your eyes, imagine your Spiritual Team and these Statements as completed. 
Then ask for a symbol to represent them for the Fractal Focus. 

What an immediate action might look like: 



Take Aways 

Day Five of  Five 

Take Aways 

This Day is a summary, a review.  

You have made a significant start toward a powerful practice. Going forward, you 
could use each lesson for a week and be in service over the coming months.  

You are the Authority and Power for Creating systems, cultures, space, policy 
from which our world emerges. Practice will strengthen your Mastery muscle.  

 Remember the Law of Manifestation and the Universal Law of Personal Power 
are fundamental to our physical life. 

The tools and process you practiced in this course: 

Reality Statements and the Reality Shift is a powerful tool for changing your life 

Owning and activating the Original Female Mission and Original Male Mission 

Set criteria for Spiritual teachers, guides and healing teams 

Declared the qualities of Leaders 



Learned about the Values Declared by the Grassroots Women's Congress 

Considered a model for weaving the Paradox of Female Mission and Male 
Mission 

Created Sacred Space, Stone Circles within The Phoenix Awakening Codes  

Expanding your toolbox 

Understanding Not Acceptable as a tool for profound transformation in removing 
Domination agendas. 

I invite you to check our my Mini Mystic Luminations on YouTube. They are 
short YouTube videos that are answers to questions sent to me. I record and send 
them out as the questions come up. 

Much love today.... 

Sharon Riegie- 


